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Abstract In many engineering and biomedical problems there is a need to identify parame
ters of the systems from experimental data. A typical example is the biochemical-
kinetics systems describing oncogenic hyperplasia where the dynamical model is 
nonlinear and the number of the parameters to be identified can reach a few hun
dreds. Solving these large-scale identification problems by the local- or global-
search methods can not be practical because of the complexity and prohibitive 
computing time. These difficulties can be overcome by application of the non-
search techniques which are much less computation- demanding. The present 
work proposes key components of the corresponding mathematical formulation 
of the nonsearch paradigm. This new framework for the nonlinear large-scale pa
rameter identification specifies and further develops the ideas of the well-known 
approach of A. Krasovskii. The issues are illustrated with a concise analytical 
example. The new results and a few directions for future research are summarized 
in a dedicated section. 

keywords: nonlinear dynamic system, non-search parameter, identification, 
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1. Introduction 

In many engineering problems there is a need to identify parameters of sys
tems from experimental data. This is equally true for both simple and complex 
systems (the latter are common in biomedical technology). A typical exam
ple is the biochemical-kinetics systems describing oncogenic hyperplasia (e.g., 
[1] - [3]), the first and therefore inevitable stage in development of any solid 
tumor. Oncogenic hyperplasia is a complex process related to many differ
ent types of molecules interacting with hyperplastic cells. In particular, these 
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interactions include the autocrine mechanism where the transforming-growth-
factor-a molecules bind to the epidermal-growth-factor receptors at the cell 
surfaces (e.g.,[4]). 

Oncogenic hyperplasia is also implicated in many other proliferative diseases 
(e.g., vascular, gastrointestinal, endocrine). The existing detailed models for 
the above phenomenon are ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems with 
a hundred or more equations (e.g., see the 104 equations in [4], Tables 1-3). 
These systems usually include hundreds of parameters to be identified. In other 
words, if p is the vector of the parameters in the ODE system, then in the case 
of oncogenic hyperplasia 

dimension m of vector p is on the order of a few hundreds. (1) 

This feature is also common in many in biomedical and engineering systems. 
Under condition (1), the parameter identification (sometimes applied to bio
chemical kinetics [5], [6]) based on the local or global search can not be practical 
because of the complexity and prohibitive computing time. The problem can be 
resolved by application of the techniques much less demanding in terms of the 
required computations. One of them is the nonsearch parameter-identification 
strategy. 

The purpose of the present work is to present the nonsearch paradigm (i.e. 
the basic aspects of the mathematical formulation) for dynamical systems that 
have property (1) and which are related to oncogenic hyperplasia. The lat
ter inevitably leads to nonlinear systems (e.g., [4]). Subsequently, the above 
paradigm should correspondingly extend the nonsearch settings well known 
(e.g., [7]) for linear and simple systems. 

2. Model 

The present work considers the following nonlinear ODE system 

dx/dt = f{t,x,p) (2) 

where t e R = (—oo, oo) is the time, x e R" (n > 1) is the state variable of 
the system under consideration, p G R*" (m > 1) is the vector of the system 
parameters discussed in Section 1, and / is the n -vector function sufficiently 
smooth on R"+'^+^. As a rule, ODE (2) at every fixed p possesses the following 
two properties: 

• it is asymptotically stable in the Lyapunov sense in the large; 

• moreover, it has the unique generally nonstationary solution, say, ips {t,p), 
usually called the steady state solution, which is uniformly bounded for 
allied. 
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The above stability implies that, if(p{t, p, to, XQ) is the solution of ODE (2) with 
initial condition 

X |t=to= xo (3) 

where to G R and XQ G R"', then 

ips(t,p) = lim ip{t,p,to,xo) , p e R"*, Xo e R". (4) 

A discussion and references on ODE (2) with the above features can be found 
in [8]. The generalization of (ps{-,p) for the diffusion stochastic processes is a 
nonstationary invariant DSP (paper [9] summarizes the results on these invari
ant processes). 

Remark 1. In many cases, solution ips{-,p) can be obtained by means of 
the limit relation (4). Alternatively, one can determine Lps(t,p) as the unique 
solution of certain_^njte (i.e. nondifferential) equation (see [8]). The simplest 
approximation for it is 

f{t,x,p) = 0,teR, (5) 

which is the quasi-stationary version of ODE (2). 

The next section proposes the necessary condition for the parameter identi
fication to be meaningful. 

3. Identification and uniqiuiness of parameters. 
Identification of the parameter vectorp in ODE (2) is commonly implemented 

in the following way. One obtains the measurement data Xg for the steady-state 
solution fsit,-) of (2), and then determines the actual value Ps of p (i.e. the 
value corresponding to the measured time dependence) by solving equation 

Xs = ^s{t,Ps) , i e R , (6) 

forps. 

Remark 2. The above extraction of ps from the steady-state solution 
makes pg independent of initial value XQ in (3). 

System (6) of n equations is assumed to be uniquely solvable for m entries of 
vector Ps, no matter what the values n and m are. Theory of nonlinear-system 
identification not always can deal with the question whether this is possible or 
not. To fill the gap, one can prove the following proposition. 

Proposition 1. If function ips is sufficiently smooth and equation (6) is 
solvable forp^, then the equation has the only solution, if for any p / , p / / e R™ 
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suchthatp/ ^ P77,vectors J ^^^^^^^^^^i+^iPusiPiyi.dkJ = 1, ...,m, as functions 
0 ^' 

of t, are linearly independent for all t G R (scalars pi are the i-th entries of 
vector p). 

The proof is based on the notion of a linear independence of vectors and 
representation 

1 
^s{t,Pii)-V>s{t,Pi) = {pii - PI) I {d^s[t,Pi + k{pii - pi)]/dp} dk, 

0 

which results from the well-known formula (e.g. [10]). Criteria for the unique
ness in parameters similar to Proposition 1 are of a fundamental importance 
because it is impossible to consider the ODE-related identification in a mean
ingful way without a criterion of this kind. 

4. Nonsearch approach to the parameter identification 
In the nonlinear nonsearch approach (e.g. [11]), one obtains the measure

ment data X on the solution of initial-value problem (2), (3) where p is equal to 
its actual value Ps, i.e. 

X = Lp{t,Ps,tQ,XQ) , (7) 

dx/dt = f{t,x,ps) . (8) 

To identify the parameter vector, i.e. to determine pg, one implements the non-
search procedure below. 

Remark 3. The nonsearch procedure: 

• allows p in ODE (2) to depend on time t; 

• describes the t -dependent p with a dedicated ODE, say, 

dp/dt = g{t,x,p) (9) 

with initial condition 

P | t=to=Po, (10) 

where g is the m -vector function sufficiently smooth in R^+'^+i and 

Po e R'"; 

• and ensures certain stability of ODE system (2), (9) which provides the 
behaviors 

l im(x—5: )=0 , \irap — ps, (11) 

of the solution {x, p) of a problem (2), (9), (3), 10) for any initial vector 
{xo,Po). 
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The above recipe yields ps by the limit relation (11) thereby avoiding using 
any search technique. 

This in principle resolves the problem associated with the high- number- of-
pammeters feature (1) typical in oncogenic hyperplasia (see Section 1). 
In the above recipe, the stability is the key property to be assured. This can be 
done with the help of the theorem below. 

Theorem 1. Let the following assumptions hold. 

(A) Hypothesis of Proposition 1 is valid. 

(B) ODE (2) is asymptotically stable in the Lyapunov sense in the large at any 
i-dependent sufficiently smooth p, and det [df{t, x,p)/dx\ ^ 0. 

(C) State X relaxes faster than parameter p and there exists the integral mani
fold, say, M for the \slow" variable p. 

(D) ODE (9) is asymptotically stable in the Lyapunov sense in manifold M, 
and vector lim \t-.tQ^oo P exists and is finite. 

Then the nonsearch-identification recipe in Remark 3 is applicable. 

The proof is not complicated. We only mention that the second equality in 
(11) follows from assumptions (A) and (D), and obvious relation limt^oo x = 
Xs , which stems from assumption (B) and equality (8). 

Remark 4. In assumption (C) of Theorem 1, the manifold corresponds to 
the function (ps {t, p) in Section 1. It can be obtained as the solution of the finite 
equation resulting from the two-groups-of-components version of the method 
in reference [8], p.459 (cf.. Remark 1). The simplest approximation for this 
equation is (5). 

In the literature, there are no practical or even constructive criteria to verify or 
provide asymptotic stability in the large of general nonlinear ODEs. If function 
g in (9) is nonlinear, it is especially difficult to design this function such that 
assumption (D) of Theorem 1 is assured. This is possible only in some particular 
cases. 

In the general case, certain features critical to assumption (D) can be provided 
by the ideas of A. Krasovskii [11]. This topic is discussed in the next section. 

5. Specification of the Krasovskii method and new issues 
related to it 

The main relation in the method of Krasovskii is {[11], eqn. (3), (5), (6)} 

dp/dt = g{t, x,p) = -dH/dp (12) 
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where H {[11], pp. 1852, 1856} is the strictly convex function of x — x and 
dH/dp (cf., [11], eqn. (11)) is the derivative along trajectories in the \slow"-
variable integral manifold M. Note, however, that the manifold idea in the 
Krasovskii paradigm is recognized but not formally developed (for instance, 
the corresponding derivation in reference [11], eqn. (12), (13), is not valid 
when p depends on t). Following the above settings, for iJ in (12) we consider 
the expression 

H{t,x,p) = - \^{x -xf^ B{t,x,pa){x ~x) + [p - psf A{t,x,ps){p - ps)]^ 
(13) 

where both matrices A{t,x,Ps) and B{t,x,ps) are symmetric and positive 
definite. In contrast to (13), Krasovskii's expression for H does not include 
either the second term in the brackets or the value ps, which is unknown (cf., 
assumption (D) of Theorem 1). Vector ps in (13) is replaced below with a 
self-consistent predictor which is in a certain sense more accurate than p. 

The derivative in (12) along trajectories in the \slow "-variable integral man
ifold M is evaluated as 

dH{t,x,p)/dp= {dx/dpYBit,x,ps){x -x) + A{t,x,Ps){p-Ps) 

where the term dx/dp on the right-hand side is estimated according to Remark 
4 and equation (5). This results (see (12)) in 

dp/dt = ~{[C{t,x,p)f B{t,x,p,){x -x) + A{t,x,p,){p - Ps)}, (14) 

where 

c{t,x,p) - ~[df{t,x,p)/dx]-^df{t,x,p)/dp . (15) 
Equation (14) (see also (15)) generalizes the well-known Krasovskii equation 
{[11], eqn. (16)}. 

Reformulating (14) to answer the question if assumption (D) of Theorem 1 
holds, one applies: 

• the first equality in (11), which stems from assumption (B) of Theorem 
1 and 

• the approximate expression x — x = C{t,x,Ps){p — Ps), which stems 
from Remark 4, equation (5), and the first equality in (11). 

The resulting form of (14) is 

dp/dt=^~{A{t,x,p,) + [C{t,x,Ps)fB{t,x,p,)Cit,x,p,)}{p~^Ps) (16) 

This is the specific version of the parameter ODE (9). 
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Remark 5. The last term on the right-hand side of (14) is missing in the 
Krasovskii equation {[11], eqn. (16)}. If it is not included in equation (16), this 
equation cannot be asymptotically stable when m > n (since, in this case, ma
trix [C(t, X, Ps)]'^B{t, x,Ps)C{t, X, ps) is singular, even if matrix C{t, x, ps) is 
of the full rank, i.e. its rank is n). 

Equation (16) is a linear ODE with time-dependent coefficients. Subse
quently, its stability can be analyzed with the corresponding methods of the 
stability theory. Matrices A{t,x,ps) and B{t,x,Ps) are to be determined to 
assure, firstly, the stability and secondly, the fact that vector p in ODE (16) 
relaxes slower than vector x in ODE (2) (which is required in assumption (C) 
of Theorem 1). We retain these topics for future research. 

6. Time average of parameters as a self-consistent 
predictor of the actual values 

Actual value Ps is obtained (see (11)) as the time limit of p from the solution 
of initial-value problem (2), (14), (3), (10). However, in the process of solving, 
Ps is unknown and hence can not be employed in ODE (14). For this reason, 
Ps in (14) is replaced with 

t 

q=^jlj-Jp-ds (17) 
to 

that results in 

dp/dt = -{A{t,x,q) + [C{t,x,q)fB{t,x,q)C(t,x,q)}{p~q) . (18) 

Vector g is a self- consistent predictor for pg. Indeed, in contrast to the well-
known additional assumptions inherent in the parameter-shift technique (e.g. 
[7], Remark 8.4.1(ii) on p. 564), representation (17) involves only the time 
dependence of p without extra assumptions. Predictor q is also more preferable 
than any instantaneous value of p because of the following. 

Within the treatment based on the Theorem 1, vector x in (18) is the measured 
value of the \fast"-variable x in ODE system (2), (18) whereas vector p in (18) 
is the \slow"variable in the system (c.f., assumption (C) of the Theorem 1). In 
view of the coupling of (18) with the \fast"-variable x, the \slow"variable p is 
generally prone to rapid but comparatively short-living changes. Subsequently, 
the advantage of the \time-average"form of (17) of predictor q for Ps is that it 
\filters out"fast variations in the time dependence of instantaneous value p. 

Also note, that q defined by (17) is the solution of ODE 

dq/dt = {p-q)/{t-to) (19) 
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with initial condition 

q |t=to=Po • (20) 

This description is equivalent to (17) and, thus, can be used instead of it. 
Initial-value problem (18), (19), (10), (20) is the model developed in the 

present work to determine actual value ps = Yiuit^oo P and to deliver it to the 
initial- value problem (2), (3). This model is intended to serve as a computa
tionally efficient alternative to the search-based parameter identification. It is 
probably the only practice-relevant option in the high-number-of-parameters 
case (1). Also note that ODE (18) is the more specific form of ODE (9) of 
Theorem 1 derived within a generalization of the ideas of [11]. 

7. Example 
The specific model below exemplifies the analyses in this section and Sec

tion 5. Let the identical molecules of concentration x and identical cells of 
concentiation u be suspended in a dispersion medium (e.g., the blood plasma). 
Assume that the cells release certain molecules, the time-dependence u{t) of 
u is known, and the molecules are disintegrated in the medium. Then these 
processes can be described with ODE (2), where n = 1 (xi = x), m = 2, and 
f(t,x,p) — —pix -|- P2u{t), where pi and P2 are the parameters. The problem 
is a determination of these parameters (generally dependent on the properties 
of the dispersion medium) from the measured data x — x{t) (cf., (8)) on x. 

According to the proposed treatment, the general model is system (2), (18), 
(19). In the example under consideration, the specific form of (2) is mentioned 
above. The form of (19) is fixed, independent of specific phenomena. The only 
issue is the specific form of (18). One can show (with the help of (15)) that this 
form is 

Pi' 
P2' 

Ai 0 \ , B f im? -u{t)x{t) 
0 ^2 y ^ V '^U{t)x{t) {U{t)f 

Pi -Qi 
P2 -q2 

where scalars Ai > 0 and A2 > 0 are the diagonal entries of symmetric 
and positive definite matrix A{t,x,ps), which is assumed constant, and scalar 
i? > 0 is the 1x1 symmetric and positive definite matrix B(t,x,ps). The 
mentioned scalars can be chosen as discussed in the text below Remark 5, 
in particular, involving the well-known results of stability theory (e.g. [12]]. 
However, to begin with, one can estimate them in line with the issues in ([7], 
Chapter 4). 

Also note that the manifold in assertion (C) of Theorem 1 exists and is de
scribed as X = jt^ I exp — jl {p\{v))~^ dv\ P2{s)u{s) \ ds. The condition 
when this manifold is the one for "slow" vector (pi,P2) can be obtained by 
means of results of [8]. 
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The above example illustrates the proposed innovative method, based upon 
the ideas of Theorem 1. The new approach presents nontrivial extension of the 
well+known techniques available in the literature (e.g., [7], Chapter 4). 

8. Concluding remarks and directions for further 
research 

The main new results developed in the present work include: 

• Proposition 1 (on the uniqueness in the parameters); 

• Theorem 1 (on the qualitative features of the model for the nonsearch 
identification of parameters of nonlinear systems); 

• three new issues on a specification of the Krasovskii method: 

- the multi-aspect role of the \slow"-variable manifold, 

- the dissipative term in the ODE for the parameter vector, 

- the self-consistent predictor for the actual values of parameters; 

• a generic model for the nonsearch identification of nonlinear-system pa
rameters (initial-value problem (2), (18), (19), (3), (10), (20)). 

A few directions for future research are: (1) application of the present results 
to numerical parameter identification in biochemical kinetics of oncogenic hy
perplasia in can-cer and other proliferative diseases, (2) generalization to Ito's 
stochastic nonlinear differential equations taking into account the influence of 
random noises (this can make use of the analytical-numerical methods devel
oped for high-dimensional nonlinear stochastic systems [13]), and (3) extension 
of the stability-based nonsearch optimization/idenfifica-tion to new areas such 
as self-navigated truly autonomous (fully GPS-independent) robots capable of 
delivering light load, or intercepting mobile targets (e.g., [14]). Future rigorous 
analysis of the mathematical formulation proposed in this work will contribute 
to specification of the details which can facilitate practical application of the 
present approach. 
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